
 
 
 

Introducing Parker’s Frameless Motors  
 
Reliable, compact kit motors minimize size and weight of applications. 

 
When Per-Fil, a New Jersey-based manu- 
facturer of precision filling equipment,  
mounted a standard servo motor to their  
auger filling machine using a mechanical  
coupling device, gearbox and timing belt, 
they discovered the design did not provide  
the performance they needed in a space- 
efficient package.  They also encountered  
reliability and over-torque issues, which  
sent them looking for a better-engineered  
solution. 
 
Per-Fil found the answer in Parker Bayside’s frameless motors.  With Parker frameless motors 
integrated directly into the auger drive assembly, Per-Fil was able to manufacture a single-shaft system 
that eliminated previous problems.  Without the need for couplings and bearings, reliability was 
increased, allowing for higher speeds, accuracy and stiffness.  Also, down-time is no longer a critical 
issue for the machine’s end users. 
 
Responding to the needs of customers like Per-Fil who demanded motors that are “designed in” as an 
integral part of the application, Parker Bayside designed its family of frameless motors to be ideal 
solutions for machine designs that require high performance in small spaces.  The use of frameless kit 
motors results in a smaller, more reliable motor package. 
 
While housed motors (bearings, shaft, endbells and feedback devices all integrated into a single 
enclosed assembly) are the classic motor configuration, frameless motors can offer the user significant 
advantages.  These motors consist of separate stator and rotor assemblies.  Because they do not include 
housing, shaft, bearings and endbells, they can achieve significant savings in space and weight over 
housed motors.   
 
      Since the load is often supported on its own bearing 
      structure, a frameless motor can be integrated directly 
      onto the load shaft and be suspended on the same bearings 
      as the load.  With the elimination of a coupling  
      component, wind-up and phase delays are minimized. 
      Another advantage is that inertia matching between the 
      motor and load, which is typically required for housed-
motor applications, is not a critical requirement since the frameless motor and load are one inertial 
mass. 
 
Additional features and benefits of Parker’s frameless motors include: 
 

 



• A significant cost savings  
• Reduced mechanical complexity  
• Greater design flexibility  
• High performance in a compact package  
• Improved dynamic response and settling  
• Minimum motor size per application space  
• Low inertia for high acceleration 
• Pre-installed integral commutation board with Hall effects is pre-aligned for easy assembly  
• Rare-earth magnets provide high flux in a small volume and high resistance to thermal 

demagnetizing  
• Rotor assembly for easy mounting directly on the drive shaft with or without keyway 
• Machined grooves to securely lock magnets to rotor and ensure optimized radial location  
• Class H insulation for high-temperature operation (up to 155º C) meeting UL-approved 

requirements 
• High-density copper winding for low thermal resistance and consistent performance across all 

motors 
• Minimized end turns to maximize performance.  Formed to minimize motor size 
• Skewed laminations with odd slot counts reduce cogging for precise rotary motion with 

drastically reduced torque ripple even at low speeds 
• Optimized slot fill for maximum torque-to-size ratio  
• Hand inserted to obtain highest slot fill possible maximizing ampere-turns. 

 
 
For more information, please review the Q2 product launch CD, see Sales Bulletin 686 or visit 
parkermotion.com. 
 


